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Abstract: The study is an attempt to explore the impacts of teachers' beliefs on students' anxiety about 
foreign language learning in addition to getting data from 23 Taiwanese English teachers and 140 
freshman students for beliefs (Horwitz, 1988) and anxiety (Horwitz, Horwitz & Cope, 1986),findings 
of Kerns (1995)-a study of American teachers of French, Aida s (1 994)-a study of American students 
of Japanese, as well as Horwitz, Horwitz, and Copes (J 986)-a study of American students of Spanish, 
were adopted to compare teachers' beliefs and students' anxiety between two different culture set
tings-Taiwan and the United States. Findings show that Chinese teachers and American teachers 
are different in some of/heir beliefs, and the differences bring about a different degree of anxiety for 
their respective students. The findings can provide language teachers with more understanding about 
how their beliefs may cause anxiety in their students. 
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~ •. :]['· N THE .JP~~§T few decades, re~em-~hers. have rbecome mor~ interested in. the s~udy of 
jj; the acqms1t10n of second or fore1gn languages. fhey have prud more attentlon to mvest-
.!ll igating the affective variables, which are believed to be teachable and trainable. Previous 

studies have indicated how students think about language le&ning, how those beliefs 
related to their strategy use (Wenden, 1987; Yang, 1992) and learning anxiety (Horwitz, 
1990), as well as how some beliefs are conflicting and mismatching with those ofteachers, 
or even sh1dents of different institutions (Kern, 1995), and different culture settings (Yang, 
1992). Jt seems that no matter who participates in these studies, it's obvious that students 
have some misconceptions toward language learning itself, and some mismatches do exist 
between students and teachers, or even among students in different institutions. Nevertheless, 
not much has been done about the impacts of teachers' beliefs on students' anxiety about 
foreign language learning. 
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